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SUMMARY

Basement membranes (BMs) are specialized extracellular matrices that are essential for epithelial
structure and morphogenesis. However, little is
known about how BM proteins are delivered to the
basal cell surface or how this process is regulated
during development. Here, we identify a mechanism
for polarized BM secretion in the Drosophila follicle
cells. BM proteins are synthesized in a basal endoplasmic reticulum (ER) compartment from localized
mRNAs and are then exported through Tango1-positive ER exit sites to basal Golgi clusters. Next, Crag
targets Rab10 to structures in the basal cytoplasm,
where it restricts protein delivery to the basal
surface. These events occur during egg chamber
elongation, a morphogenetic process that depends
on follicle cell planar polarity and BM remodeling.
Significantly, Tango1 and Rab10 are also planar
polarized at the basal epithelial surface. We propose
that the spatial control of BM production along two
tissue axes promotes exocytic efficiency, BM remodeling, and organ morphogenesis.

INTRODUCTION
Basement membranes (BMs) are an ancient form of extracellular
matrix found at the basal surface of all epithelia (Yurchenco,
2011). Although often overlooked as passive scaffolds, these
complex protein lattices provide many essential functions to
neighboring cells. In addition to providing tissue support, BMs
act as signaling platforms for cell polarization, stem cell regulation, and migrating organ primordia (Arnaoutova et al., 2012;
Bunt et al., 2010; Mirouse et al., 2009; O’Brien et al., 2001;
Schneider et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008). They also play central
roles in organ morphogenesis and physiology (Fata et al., 2004;
Miner, 2011; Miner and Yurchenco, 2004; Pastor-Pareja and Xu,
2011; Urbano et al., 2009). The misregulation of BM structure can

be a hallmark of tumor progression (Valastyan and Weinberg,
2011). Despite these critical functions, we know relatively little
about the molecular control of BM assembly.
BMs are primarily composed of type IV collagen (Col IV), laminin, nidogen, and heparan sulfate proteoglycans such as perlecan or agrin. Among these components, Col IV predominates,
representing up to 50% of BM proteins (Kalluri, 2003). Despite
its abundance, the pathway for Col IV production is complex.
Each Col IV molecule is composed of three polypeptides, two
a1 chains and one a2 chain, that initiate contact at their C termini
and then assemble into a triple helix, 400 nm long (Khoshnoodi
et al., 2008). Col IV folding requires a suite of endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-resident enzymes and chaperones, many of which are
Collagen-specific (Myllyharju and Kivirikko, 2004). These proteins include lysyl- and prolyl-hydroxylase enzymes that modify
the a chains both during and after translation. Special mechanisms also facilitate Col IV export. Newly synthesized proteins
typically leave the ER in COPII-coated vesicles that are too small
to accommodate the extended Col IV trimer (Fromme and
Schekman, 2005; Jin et al., 2012; Malhotra and Erlmann,
2011). The transmembrane cargo receptor Tango1 is required
at transitional ER (tER) sites to help package collagens into
enlarged Golgi-bound vesicles (Saito et al., 2009; Venditti
et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2011).
Following their synthesis, new BM proteins must be targeted
to the proper membrane domain for secretion. Polarized epithelial cells have distinct apical, junctional, lateral, and basal
membrane domains, each of which contains a unique complement of lipids and proteins. These domains are established
and maintained by polarized vesicle traffic that delivers newly
synthesized secreted and transmembrane proteins to the appropriate cell surface (Mellman and Nelson, 2008; RodriguezBoulan et al., 2005). Although much is known about the
trafficking pathways that target transmembrane proteins to the
combined basal and lateral surfaces, there have long been indications that BM proteins reach the basal surface through
a distinct mechanism (Boll et al., 1991; Caplan et al., 1987;
Cohen et al., 2001; De Almeida and Stow, 1991). The first molecular evidence for this assertion came from genetic studies in
Drosophila that identified the DENN domain protein, Crag, and
the protease-like protein, Scarface (Scaf), as selective regulators
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Figure 1. PlodN26-5 Disrupts the Secretion of Col IV
(A) Overview of egg chamber structure at stage 8. Actin (red), Vkg-GFP (green).
(B–D) Representative egg shapes for wild-type (B), PlodN26-5 (C), and
Plod-RNAi (D).
(E) In wild-type, proteins with the KDEL ER retention signal are throughout the
cell, whereas Vkg-GFP is in the BM. Dashed lines mark the apical surface.
Scale bar represents 10 mm. Experiments performed at stages 7–8.
(F) In PlodN26-5, Vkg-GFP punctae overlap with KDEL near the basal surface,
indicating ER accumulation. Dashed lines mark the apical surface. Scale bar
represents 10 mm. Experiments performed at stages 7–8.
(G) TEM of a single Plod-RNAi follicle cell showing a distended ER region in
the basal cytoplasm. Scale bar represents 1 mm. Experiments performed at
stages 7–8.
(G0 and G00 ) Magnifications of the image in (G). Ribosomes decorate the distended ER cisterna (asterisk) and adjacent, normal ER membranes (arrowheads). Scale bars represent 200 nm.
See also Figure S1.

of polarized BM deposition (Denef et al., 2008; Eastburn and
Mostov, 2010; Sorrosal et al., 2010). Loss of either gene causes
BM proteins to accumulate on both the basal and apical epithelial surfaces without obvious effects on other exocytic cargo.
Currently, the mechanisms by which Crag and Scaf promote
polarized BM secretion are unknown.
The Drosophila egg chamber provides a highly tractable
system for the study of BM biology in the context of a developing

organ. Egg chambers are multicellular structures within fly
ovaries that will each give rise to a single egg. They are
composed of an inner germ cell cluster surrounded by an outer
epithelial layer of follicle cells. The apical follicle cell surfaces
face the germ cells, whereas the basal surfaces contact the
BM (Figure 1A). The BM, in turn, forms the egg chamber’s outer
most layer. To our knowledge, the follicle cells are the only fly
epithelium that synthesizes all major BM components (Mirre
et al., 1988; Pastor-Pareja and Xu, 2011; Yasothornsrikul et al.,
1997).
Interestingly, the follicle cell BM plays a critical role in shaping
the fly egg. Though initially spherical, egg chambers lengthen
along their anterior-posterior (AP) axes as they develop. This
morphogenesis depends on an unusual form of planar polarity,
in which actin filaments at the basal cell surface become aligned
orthogonal to the AP axis (Gutzeit, 1990). Once oriented, the
follicle cells undergo a directed migration along the inner BM
surface, a process that causes the entire egg chamber to rotate
inside the stationary matrix (Haigo and Bilder, 2011). Importantly,
the migrating follicle cells also secrete new BM proteins. Through
a process that is still poorly understood, the combination of cell
movement and matrix secretion creates fibril-like structures in
the BM, perpendicular to the elongation axis (Gutzeit et al.,
1991; Haigo and Bilder, 2011; Schneider et al., 2006) (Figure S1A
available online). It has been proposed that this fibrillar matrix
then constrains isometric egg chamber growth to promote AP
elongation, but many questions remain about how this unusual
BM structure is built.
Here, we identify a mechanism for polarized BM secretion in
the follicle cells. Starting from a mutation that traps Col IV in
the cell, we show that BM proteins are locally synthesized in
a basal ER compartment, and are exported through Tango1positive ER exit sites to basal Golgi clusters. We then introduce
Rab10 as a regulator of polarized BM secretion, and show that
Crag regulates Rab10 in this context. Finally, we show that the
BM exocytic machinery is also planar polarized at the basal
epithelial surface. Our data suggest that BM proteins are
secreted from the trailing edge of each migrating follicle cell,
a process that may contribute to the formation of BM fibrils
and egg chamber elongation. We therefore propose that the
spatial regulation of BM production along two tissues axes
promotes both polarized secretion and matrix remodeling during
organ morphogenesis.

RESULTS
Col IV Accumulates in a Basal ER Region in Plod Mutant
Follicle Cells
We have previously reported a genetic screen for mutations that
block egg chamber elongation and produce round eggs (HorneBadovinac et al., 2012). The RE-H complementation group from
this screen contained a single allele, N26-5 (Figures 1B and 1C).
We used deficiency mapping to localize N26-5 to a chromosomal
region containing the procollagen lysyl hydroxylase (Plod) gene.
Sequencing the Plod coding regions in N26-5 mutant larvae
identified a lesion, which is predicted to change a highly
conserved glycine to aspartic acid in one of the protein’s catalytic domains (Figure S1B). RNAi knockdown of Plod in the
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throughout the cytoplasm (Figures 1E, 1F, S1C, and S1D). By
performing transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on follicle
cells expressing Plod-RNAi, we found that the ER structure is
normal except for unusually distended basal ER cisternae, where
the Col IV is presumably trapped (Figure 1G). These data indicate
that Col IV accumulates in a basal ER compartment in Ploddepleted cells.

Figure 2. Col IV Is Synthesized in the Basal ER
(A–D) mRNAs encoding the Col IV a chains Cg25C (A) and Vkg (B), and the Col
IV biosynthetic enzymes Plod (C) and PH4aEFB (D) are all enriched in the basal
cytoplasm. a-Spectrin marks the apical and lateral epithelial surfaces.
(E) PH4aEFB-RNAi causes Vkg-GFP to accumulate in the basal ER. The
dashed line marks the apical surface. Experiments performed at stages 7–8.
Scale bars represent 10 mm.
See also Figure S2.

follicle cells also produces round eggs (Figure 1D). We now refer
to this mutation as PlodN26-5.
Plod is an ER-resident enzyme that co- and posttranslationally
modifies lysine residues on Col IV a chains (Myllylä et al., 2007).
Previous work in Drosophila and other organisms has shown that
Plod depletion leads to Col IV retention in the ER (Bunt et al.,
2011; Norman and Moerman, 2000; Rautavuoma et al., 2004;
Schneider and Granato, 2006; Sipilä et al., 2007). Drosophila
have only one Col IV isoform, in which the a1 and a2 chains
are Collagen gene at 25C (Cg25C) and Viking (Vkg), respectively
(Natzle et al., 1982; Yasothornsrikul et al., 1997). To determine
whether Col IV is retained in the ER of PlodN26-5 cells, we used
a GFP protein trap in the vkg locus (Vkg-GFP) (Buszczak et al.,
2007). When wild-type follicle cells are viewed along their
apical-basal axes, Vkg-GFP is typically only visible within the
BM (Figure 1E). As expected, PlodN26-5 follicle cells show intracellular Vkg-GFP accumulation, as well as reduced Vkg-GFP in
the BM. However, we were surprised to find that the intracellular
Col IV is always located near the basal surface, whereas the
distribution of KDEL ER-retention signal and the ER membrane
dye ER-tracker both reveal that this organelle extends

BM Proteins Are Locally Synthesized in a Basal ER
Compartment
The pattern of Col IV accumulation in PlodN26-5 cells led us to
hypothesize that Col IV may be synthesized near the basal
surface. Indeed, 70% of Cg25C and vkg mRNAs localize to
the basal half of the cytoplasm, making it likely that the Col IV
a chains are translated directly into the basal ER (Figures 2A,
2B, and S2A). Col IV protein is also basally enriched in wildtype cells (Figures S2B and S2C). Plod and Prolyl-4-hydroxylase-a EFB (PH4aEFB) enzymes modify Col IV a chains as they
are translocated across the ER membrane (Myllyharju and
Kivirikko, 2004). Significantly, the mRNAs for these proteins
show a similar localization (Figures 2C, 2D, and S2A). Moreover,
PH4aEFB-RNAi causes Col IV to become trapped in the basal
ER, similar to loss of Plod (Figures 2E and S2D). Basal enrichment is not a general property of follicle cell mRNAs, as we
and others have also identified ER-associated transcripts that
localize to the apical cytoplasm (Horne-Badovinac and Bilder,
2008; Konsolaki and Schüpbach, 1998; Li et al., 2008). Together,
these data indicate that Col IV is predominantly synthesized in
a basal ER compartment in wild-type follicle cells.
Col IV production in the basal ER raises the possibility that
local synthesis promotes polarized secretion to the BM. Unlike
mammalian cells in which the Golgi often forms a singular organelle called the Golgi ribbon, Drosophila cells have a distributed
system in which small Golgi clusters are found throughout the
cytoplasm. Each cluster is associated with a transitional ER
(tER) site, from which newly synthesized proteins exit the ER.
This organization of the early secretory pathway makes it
possible for proteins synthesized in a subregion of the ER to
be dispatched through the tER-Golgi units closest to the
targeted plasma membrane (Kondylis et al., 2009; Kondylis
and Rabouille, 2009).
To determine whether Col IV exits the ER from the basal region
where it is synthesized, we investigated the function of the
Tango1 cargo receptor, which helps package Col IV into
enlarged Golgi-bound vesicles (Saito et al., 2009; Wilson et al.,
2011). For these studies, we raised an antibody against Tango1
and validated its specificity (Figure S3A). This protein localizes
to 90% of tER-Golgi units, as shown by colocalization with
the CopII-associated GTPase Sar1 and the cis-Golgi marker
GM130 (Figures 3A, S3B, and S3C). Although tER-Golgi units
are evenly distributed along the apical-basal axis, the Tango1
signal is much stronger at basal tER sites (Figures 3A, S3B,
and S3D). Significantly, Vkg-GFP also accumulates at the basal
Tango1-positive tER sites in wild-type cells (Figure 3B), and
Tango1-RNAi causes most Vkg-GFP to become trapped in the
basal ER (Figures 3C and S3E). It therefore appears that most
Col IV exits the ER though basally-localized tER-Golgi units.
We next asked whether other BM proteins are also synthesized in the basal ER. Quantification of intracellular laminin and
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Figure 4. Laminin and Trol Are Also Enriched in the Basal Cytoplasm

Figure 3. Tango1 Mediates Col IV ER Exit Predominantly at Basal
tER Sites
(A) Tango1 is strongly enriched at basal tER-Golgi units, as indicated by the
cis-Golgi marker, GM130. Dashed lines mark the apical surface.
(B) An optical section through the basal cytoplasm showing colocalization
between Tango1, GM130, and Vkg-GFP.
(C) Tango1-RNAi causes Vkg-GFP to accumulate in the basal ER. Experiments
performed at stages 7–8. Scale bars represent 10 mm.
See also Figure S3.

perlecan (Trol in Drosophila) levels revealed that these proteins
are also enriched in the basal cytoplasm (Figures S4A–S4D).
Moreover, Tango1-RNAi causes both proteins to accumulate in
the basal ER with Col IV (Figures 4A and 4B). To investigate
whether these proteins are translated directly into the basal
ER, we again examined mRNA localization. Similar to the Col
IV-encoding mRNAs, Laminin B1 transcripts are enriched in
the basal cytoplasm (Figures 4C and S4E). Conversely, trol transcripts show no basal bias (Figures 4D and S4E), suggesting that
this protein’s enrichment in the basal ER occurs by a separate
mechanism. These data suggest that Laminin is also synthesized
in the basal ER, and that other BM proteins may exit with Col IV
through Tango1-positive tER sites.
Crag Regulates Rab10 to Promote Polarized BM
Secretion
If BM proteins predominantly traffic through basal tER-Golgi
units, how then do they reach the basal cell surface? Rab
proteins are small GTPases that function as master regulators

(A and B) Tango1-RNAi causes LanB1 (A) and Trol (B) to accumulate in the
basal ER with Vkg-GFP. Dashed lines mark the apical surface.
(C) LanB1 mRNA is basally enriched. a-Spectrin marks the apical and lateral
epithelial surfaces.
(D) trol mRNA does not show a basal bias. a-Spectrin marks the apical and
lateral epithelial surfaces. Experiments performed at stages 7–8. Scale bars
represent 10 mm.
See also Figure S4.

of intracellular membrane traffic (Hutagalung and Novick,
2011). Using a transgenic collection of YFP-tagged Rabs (Zhang
et al., 2007), we found that Rab10 has an intriguing localization
pattern. In addition to general cytoplasmic staining, there is
a strong YFP-Rab10 signal near the basal follicle cell surface
(Figures 5A and S5A). Significantly, Rab10-RNAi causes large
BM proteins like Col IV, perlecan and laminin to accumulate on
both the basal and apical surfaces (Figures 5B–5D); this phenotype is seen to a lesser extent with the smaller BM protein nidogen (Figure S5B). In contrast, Rab10-RNAi has no effect on the
localization of four other proteins that normally undergo polarized trafficking in the follicle cells (Figures 5E, 5G, and S5C).
The basal enrichment of BM-encoding mRNAs and Tango1 is
also normal under these conditions (Figures S5D–S5F). Thus,
Rab10 is required downstream of the basal bias in BM synthesis
to ensure that BM proteins are delivered exclusively to the basal
cell surface.
The apical accumulation of BM proteins in Rab10-depleted
cells is remarkably similar to the phenotype first described for
Crag (Denef et al., 2008). We therefore investigated the relationship between these two proteins. Although Crag is broadly
distributed along the follicle cell apical-basal axis (Denef et al.,
2008), an optical section near the basal surface revealed that
Crag and Rab10 colocalize in this region (Figures 6A and S6A).
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Figure 5. Rab10 Promotes Polarized BM Secretion
(A) YFP-Rab10 is enriched near the basal follicle cell surface. The dashed line
marks the apical surface.
(B–D) Rab10-RNAi mis-targets Col IV (Vkg-GFP) (B), Perlecan (Trol-GFP) (C),
and laminin to the apical surface (D).
(E–G) Rab10-RNAi does not affect the localization of apical (Notch) (E), junctional (DE-Cadherin) (F), or lateral (FasII) transmembrane proteins (G). Rab10
knockdown is shown by apical Vkg-GFP. Experiments performed at stages
7–8, except (C) and (D), which are stage 9. Scale bars represent 10 mm.
See also Figure S5.

Moreover, in CragGG43 follicle cell clones, the strong YFP-Rab10
signal largely disappears from the basal surface, and is redistributed to the apical cytoplasm (Figures 6B and S6B). Rab10 mRNA
shows a 60% basal enrichment, which is unchanged under
Crag-RNAi (Figure S6C). It therefore appears that Crag is
required for the posttranslational targeting of Rab10 to structures near the basal cell surface.
Recently, Crag’s mammalian homologs have been shown to
function as highly specific Rab10 guanine nucleotide exchange
factors (GEFs) in vitro (Yoshimura et al., 2010). Rab proteins
with mutations that block GTP binding are thought to act as dominant negatives, in part, by sequestering GEFs (Li and Stahl, 1993;
Stenmark et al., 1994). If Crag is a Rab10 GEF in this system, overexpressing Crag together with a Rab10.T23N dominant negative
transgene may suppress the dominant negative phenotype
(Zhu et al., 2007). Similar to Rab10-RNAi, expression of UASRab10.T23N causes Vkg-GFP to accumulate on the apical
surface (Figure 6E). Importantly, coexpressing UAS-HA-Crag
with UAS-Rab10.T23N rescues this defect (Figures 6C–6F). We
have also confirmed that Crag and Rab10 physically interact
through coimmunoprecipitation experiments (Figure S6D).
Combined with the mammalian data, these results argue that
Crag functions as a Rab10 GEF to promote polarized BM
secretion.
Denn domain proteins can bind multiple Rabs through interactions both within and outside their GEF domain. Crag has been
previously shown to colocalize with Rab5 and Rab11 in the
follicle cells (Denef et al., 2008). Rab5 depletion has no effect
on polarized BM secretion (Figure S6E). Interestingly, however,
we did observe Rab11 punctae interspersed with the Crag and
Rab10 signals in the basal cytoplasm (Figure S6F). To investigate
whether Rab11 regulates BM secretion, we followed Vkg-GFP
localization under a series of RNAi conditions. Unlike the situation with Rab10-RNAi (Figures 5B and 6I), the Vkg-GFP localization in Rab11-depleted cells is similar to wild-type controls
(Figures 6G and 6H). However, when we simultaneously

Figure 6. Crag Regulates Rab10 during Polarized BM Secretion
(A) Optical section near the basal surface showing YFP-Rab10 and HA-Crag
colocalization.
(B) A CragGG43 follicle cell clone shows a redistribution of YFP-Rab10 away
from the basal surface.
(C and D) Interaction between UAS-HA-Crag and UAS-Rab10.T23N. Vkg-GFP
localization is normal in wild-type (C) and UAS-HA-Crag (D) follicle cells. White
lines extend between the apical and basal epithelial surfaces.
(E) Interaction between UAS-HA-Crag and UAS-Rab10.T23N. A UASRab10.T23N dominant negative transgene causes Vkg-GFP to accumulate on
the apical surface. A YFP on Rab10.T23N contributes to the fluorescent signal
in the cytoplasm. White lines extend between the apical and basal epithelial
surfaces.
(F) Interaction between UAS-HA-Crag and UAS-Rab10.T23N. Coexpression
of UAS-HA-Crag with UAS-Rab10.T23N suppresses this phenotype. A YFP on
Rab10.T23N contributes to the fluorescent signal in the cytoplasm. White lines
extend between the apical and basal epithelial surfaces.
(G and H) Interaction between Rab10-RNAi and Rab11-RNAi. Vkg-GFP
localization is normal in (G) wild-type and (H) Rab11-depleted cells. White lines
extend between the apical and basal epithelial surfaces.
(I) Interaction between Rab10-RNAi and Rab11-RNAi. Rab10 depletion causes
Vkg-GFP to accumulate on the apical surface. White lines extend between the
apical and basal epithelial surfaces.
(J) Interaction between Rab10-RNAi and Rab11-RNAi. Codepletion of Rab10
and Rab11 eliminates the apical Vkg-GFP and increases the cytoplasmic
signal. White lines extend between the apical and basal epithelial surfaces.
Experiments performed at stages 7–8. Scale bar represents 10 mm.
See also Figure S6.
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Figure 7. The BM Exocytic Machinery Is
Planar Polarized at the Basal Epithelial
Surface
(A) Rab10.T23N expression produces round eggs.
(B) YFP-Rab10 is planar polarized at the level of
the basal actin filaments. Scale bar represents
10 mm.
(C) YFP-Rab10’s planar polarization is lost in
fat2N103-2 epithelia. Scale bar represents 10 mm.
(D) Tango1 and GM130 are also planar polarized
and partially overlap with YFP-Rab10. Scale bar
represents 10 mm.
(E) Live imaging reveals that YFP-Rab10 is enriched at the trailing edge of each migrating cell.
Scale bar represents 10 mm. FM4-64 marks cell
membranes. Dashed lines mark the same three to
four cells at each time point.
(F) fat2N103-2 epithelia fail to migrate and YFPRab10 is mispolarized. Scale bar represents
10 mm. FM4-64 marks cell membranes. Dashed
lines mark the same three to four cells at each time
point.
(G–G00 ) TIRF microscopy reveals that larger
Rab10-positive structures are largely immobile
(arrows), whereas smaller Rab10-positive structures (circles in G0 and G00 ) move rapidly through
the cytoplasm. Scale bars represent 2 mm.
(H) Speculative model for how planar polarization
of BM secretion would synergize with follicle cell
migration to create the unusual BM fibrils associated with egg chamber elongation. Illustration
adapted from Bilder and Haigo (2012). Experiments performed at stages 7–8.
See also Figure S7 and Movies S1, S2, and S3.

depleted Rab10 and Rab11, Vkg-GFP was no longer found on
the apical surface, but often showed a punctate intracellular
distribution, in addition to its BM localization (Figure 6J). This
phenotype was also observed with simultaneous depletion of
Crag and Rab11 (Figures S6G–S6J). We conclude that Rab11
does not regulate BM secretion under normal conditions, but
that in the absence of Crag or Rab10, BM proteins are inappropriately targeted to the apical surface through a Rab11-dependent mechanism.
Planar Polarization of the BM Exocytic Machinery during
Egg Chamber Elongation
All experiments described above were performed during
oogenic stages 6–8, which is the peak period of Col IV production in the egg chamber (Haigo and Bilder, 2011). Significantly,
this is also the time when planar polarization of the follicle

cell epithelium first drives egg chamber
elongation. We noticed that Rab10.T23N
expression in the follicle cells produces
round eggs (Figure 7A). Moreover, YFPRab10 shows a striking planar polarization at the basal epithelial surface,
when viewed at the level of the basal
actin filaments (Figure 7B). Tango1,
GM130, and the translocon protein
Sec61a are also planar polarized (Figures 7D, S7A, and S7B). Consistent with Rab10’s role in mediating late stages of protein traffic to the plasma membrane
(Cao et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Sano et al., 2007; Schuck
et al., 2007), most of the YFP-Rab10 signal lies between the
Tango1-positive tER-Golgi units and a basal region of the
lateral plasma membrane (compare Figure 7D with 7B and
7E). Rab10 also partially overlaps with the tER-Golgi units
(Figure 7D), but is not required for their planar polarization (Figure S7B). This unexpected positioning of the BM exocytic
machinery suggests that BM deposition may be polarized along
both the apical-basal and planar axes during egg chamber
elongation.
How does Rab10 become localized along the planar axis?
The atypical cadherin Fat2 is a key regulator of follicle cell
planar polarity (Viktorinová et al., 2009). In fat2N103-2 epithelia,
YFP-Rab10 is polarized normally along the apical-basal axis,
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but is mislocalized within the epithelial plane (Figures 7C, S7C,
and S7D). This effect is posttranslational, as Rab10 mRNA is
not polarized along the planar axis (Figure S7E). Interestingly,
this pattern is the opposite of Crag loss of function, where
Rab10’s apical-basal polarization is disrupted, but the protein
still present at the basal surface is planar polarized (Figures
6B, S6B, and S7F). Thus, Rab10’s polarization along the
apical-basal and planar axes is controlled by two different mechanisms, one requiring Crag and the other requiring Fat2.
Follicle cell planar polarity is intimately linked with a directed
epithelial migration that creates fibril-like structures in the BM.
Live imaging of wild-type epithelia revealed that the intense
YFP-Rab10 signal corresponds to the trailing edge of each
migrating cell (Figure 7E; Movie S1). Conversely, fat2N103-2
epithelia do not migrate, and BM structure is highly disrupted
(Figures 7F and S7G; Movie S2). Near-total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF) imaging (Konopka and Bednarek, 2008;
Tokunaga et al., 2008) of wild-type cells at higher temporal
resolution shows that the large, Rab10-positive structures at
the trailing edge are surprisingly stable (on the order of minutes),
whereas smaller Rab10-positive structures move at speeds
of up to 1 mm/s through the basal cytoplasm (Figure 7G;
Movie S3). Although we do not yet know the identity of these
Rab10-positive compartments, these observations suggest
that newly synthesized BM proteins are secreted from the
trailing edge of each follicle cell as it migrates, which may have
important implications for BM remodeling during elongation
morphogenesis.
DISCUSSION
The BM is essential for epithelial structure and morphogenesis;
yet little is known about how the component proteins are
secreted to the basal surface, or how this process is regulated
during development. Here, we have shown that the synthesis
and trafficking of BM proteins is largely restricted to the basal
cytoplasm in the Drosophila follicle cells. We have also identified
Rab10 as a key regulator of polarized BM secretion, and shown
that Crag likely functions as a Rab10 GEF. Surprisingly, the BM
exocytic machinery shows a striking planar polarity at the basal
epithelial surface, specifically during the time when the BM is
being remodeled to promote egg chamber elongation. We therefore propose that spatial control of BM production along two
tissue axes may promote exocytic efficiency, BM remodeling,
and organ morphogenesis.
The polarized deposition of the two major BM components,
Col IV and laminin, appears to begin with the targeting of their
transcripts to the basal cytoplasm. For mRNA localization to
enhance polarized membrane traffic requires that the cell have
distributed tER-Golgi units, as opposed to a single Golgi ribbon
(Kondylis et al., 2009; Kondylis and Rabouille, 2009). With this
modular organization, localized mRNAs can be translated into
a subregion of the ER, and newly synthesized proteins quickly
dispatched through the tER-Golgi units closest to the target
cell surface. Elegant studies in Drosophila have documented
the use of this strategy for the polarized secretion of the TGFa
homolog Gurken in the oocyte, and for the apical secretion
of Wingless in the embryo (Herpers and Rabouille, 2004;
Simmonds et al., 2001). Moreover, the targeting of mRNAs

encoding secreted and transmembrane proteins to neuronal
dendrites containing Golgi outposts (structures analogous to
tER-Golgi units) suggests that this distributed exocytic program
is conserved in at least some vertebrate cells (Ramı́rez and
Couve, 2011). We propose that the basal targeting of the Col
IV- and laminin-encoding mRNAs may similarly enhance the
delivery of these proteins to the basal surface.
The local synthesis of BM components may also address
several challenges that these complex proteins pose to the ER.
For example, Col IV requires dedicated machinery to mediate
both trimer formation and ER exit. Concentrating these functions
into a smaller ER region is therefore likely to increase Col IV
biosynthetic efficiency. We have shown that the mRNAs encoding Plod and PH4aEFB are also enriched in the basal cytoplasm,
and that loss of either protein causes Col IV to accumulate in the
basal ER. Tango1 function is also higher at basal ER exit sites.
Interestingly, the ECM component Aggrecan is synthesized in
a restricted ER region in avian chondrocytes (Vertel et al.,
1989). Thus, ER compartmentalization may be a conserved
strategy for ECM biosynthesis.
Although local synthesis likely facilitates polarized BM secretion, additional downstream mechanisms are required to restrict
protein delivery to the basal surface. The first evidence for this
regulation came from Denef et al. (2008), who showed that loss
of Crag causes BM proteins to accumulate on both the basal
and apical follicle cell surfaces. The presence of the DENN
domain made it likely that Crag was a direct regulator of polarized membrane traffic. Consistent with this notion, Crag localized to Rab5- and Rab11-positive endosomes, and along the
apical and lateral plasma membranes (Denef et al., 2008).
However, the diversity of the protein’s distribution made it difficult to pinpoint Crag’s function in polarized BM secretion.
Here, we have identified Rab10 as a second critical component in this system. Importantly, this protein shows a more
restricted localization, with the strongest Rab10 signal being
tightly associated with the basal cell surface. Crag colocalizes
with Rab10 in this region and is required for Rab10’s basal
enrichment. Moreover, Rab10 interacts with Crag both genetically and physically, and Rab10 depletion phenocopies Crag’s
BM defect. Given that Crag’s mammalian homologs function
as Rab10 GEFs in vitro (Yoshimura et al., 2010), we now propose
that Crag functions as a Rab10 GEF in vivo to control polarized
BM secretion.
It is likely, however, that Crag also has Rab10-independent
functions. For instance, Crag mutant cells show defects in
apical-basal polarity (Denef et al., 2008), whereas Rab10depleted cells do not (data not shown). This phenotypic difference could be due to incomplete Rab10 knockdown, but it is
also consistent with Crag regulating more than one trafficking
pathway. DENN domain proteins can bind multiple Rabs through
interactions outside their GEF domain (Marat et al., 2011).
Because Crag also colocalizes with Rab5 and Rab11, both of
which are required for follicle cell apical-basal polarity (Lu and
Bilder, 2005; Xu et al., 2011), Crag may play a second role with
these proteins controlling epithelial architecture.
How then does Rab10 control polarized BM secretion? We
have shown that Rab10 has a complex distribution in the basal
cytoplasm, where it associates both with Tango1-positive tERGolgi units and the plasma membrane. Rab10 is a known
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exocytic regulator in multiple organisms and cell types;
however, the exact compartment(s) to which it localizes vary
with cargo and cell polarization state (Babbey et al., 2006,
2010; Chen et al., 2006; Sano et al., 2007; Schuck et al.,
2007; Wang et al., 2011). A recent proteomic analysis in
MDCK cells found Rab10 on exocytic vesicles bound for a basal
region of the lateral plasma membrane (Cao et al., 2008). We
propose that Rab10 may localize to similarly targeted exocytic
vesicles in the follicle cells. Interestingly, Rab10 is not absolutely
required for basal secretion, as a significant fraction of BM
proteins do reach the basal surface when Rab10 is depleted.
However, it is required to stop BM proteins from taking an alternate, Rab11-dependent route to the apical surface. Thus, local
synthesis may provide sufficient information for the basal targeting of some BM vesicles, but Rab10 is required to ensure
robust polarized secretion.
In addition to identifying mechanisms directing BM secretion
to the basal surface, this work also provides a strong foundation
for future studies of BM remodeling during egg chamber elongation. We have shown that the BM exocytic machinery is enriched
at the trailing edge of each migrating follicle cell in a Fat2-dependent manner, a surprising observation given that many migrating
cells orient their Golgi toward the front (Sütterlin and Colanzi,
2010; Yadav and Linstedt, 2011). It has been proposed,
however, that the entire purpose of follicle cell migration is to
create the unusual fibril-like structures in the BM that promote
egg chamber elongation (Haigo and Bilder, 2011). We have not
yet identified the exact location where BM proteins exit the
cell; however, Rab10’s known function as a late exocytic regulator evokes the following model. We envision that newly synthesized BM proteins are quickly transported from basal tER-Golgi
units to the trailing plasma membrane through a Rab10-dependent mechanism. Planar polarized secretion then synergizes
with cell movement to produce the fibril-like structures in the
BM (Figure 7H). Whether Rab10 directly regulates planar secretion is not yet clear, as the BM material that reaches the basal
surface under Rab10 depletion still shows the fibril-like
morphology (data not shown). However, incomplete depletion
and/or partial redundancy with closely related Rabs may
obscure this aspect of Rab10’s function (Schuck et al., 2007;
Shi et al., 2010). The follicle cells thus provide a powerful system
to investigate the dynamic regulation of BM secretion and
remodeling during organ morphogenesis.

Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization
For probe synthesis, a single coding exon was PCR-amplified from w1118
genomic DNA, using a reverse primer with the T7 promoter sequence (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The PCR products were purified
by Qiaquick gel purification (QIAGEN) and antisense probes synthesized using
a DIG RNA labeling kit (Roche). For trol mRNA, we used a probe against GFP
on tissue expressing the Trol-GFP protein trap. The antisense GFP probe
was synthesized from the pBS-eGFPA vector, by linearizing with KpnI and
transcribing with the T7 polymerase. Probes were detected using an
HRP-conjugated sheep anti-DIG antibody (1:1,000, Roche), followed by TSA
Cyanine 3 staining (Perkin Elmer). Ovaries were then stained with mouse
anti-a-Spectrin (1:50, DSHB, concentrate). Samples were mounted in
SlowFade Antifade (Invitrogen). Images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM
510 confocal microscope and processed with Photoshop.
Immunofluorescence and Staining
Ovaries were dissected in S2 medium and fixed for 15 min in 4% EM-grade
formaldehyde (Polysciences). Antibody stains were performed in PBS with
0.1% Triton, and detected using Alexa Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies
(1:200, Invitrogen). TRITC-Phalloidin (1:200, Sigma) or AlexaFluor-647 Phalloidin (1:50, Invitrogen) were used to label cell cortices. ER-Tracker Red (Invitrogen) was diluted in PBS with 4% EM-grade formaldehyde (Polysciences) and
the staining reaction was incubated at 37 C for 20 min. Egg chambers were
mounted in SlowFade Antifade (Invitrogen) and visualized using a Zeiss LSM
510 confocal microscope. Commercial antibodies include mouse a-KDEL
(10C3, 1:25, Calbiochem), rabbit a-GM130 (1:200, Abcam), rabbit a-HA
(1:200, Rockland), mouse a-Rab11 (1:20, BD Biosciences), and rabbit
a-LanB1 (1:100, Abcam). DSHB antibodies include mouse a-Notch
(C458.2H,1:20), rat a-DE-Cadherin (DCAD2, 1:20), mouse a-FasII (1D4,
1:10), and mouse a-FasIII (7G10, 1:10). Rabbit a-laminin (1:100), rabbit
a-Pcan (1:1,000), and rabbit a-nidogen (1:1,000) are from Fessler et al.
(1987), Friedrich et al. (2000), and Wolfstetter et al. (2009), respectively. Guinea
pig a-Tango1 (1:200) is from this study.
Live Imaging
Live imaging of follicle cell migration was performed as described (Prasad
et al., 2007), with the following modifications. Dissected egg chambers were
placed onto a pad of 0.4% NuSieve GTG low melt agarose (Lonza) in live
imaging medium, and follicle cell membranes were marked with 6.6 mM
FM4-64FX (Invitrogen). The coverslip was cushioned with vacuum grease at
each corner, and then sealed with halocarbon oil 27 (Sigma). Confocal movies
were taken on a Zeiss LSM 510 microscope, and processed using LSM image
browser. TIRF movies were taken on an Olympus IX-50 microscope equipped
with an iXon EMCCD camera (Andor) and a 1003 objective fitted with throughthe-objective TIRF illumination, and processed using ImageJ.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes seven figures, three movies, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.devcel.2012.12.005.
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